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Film Special
*Nia Centre's Morenga
Bambata on Malcolm X

*AI Pacino A Career Retrospective
*Leon The Pig Farmer A Manchester Movie
International Women's Week
complete listings plus Key 103's Michelle
Stephens & IWW editorial
Food Special Delis, Markets, Exotic Caterers;
Odd Takeaways plus Rusholme Roundup & Drink
Village Manchester Hyde
plus another exciting episode of City Road!!!
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pike Lee's biopic, Malcolm X,
opened
in the
States
last
,
November amidst much media
hype. Many black intellectuals and
cultural commentators criticised Lee's
stance on this controversial issue, suggesting that for all his good intentions and
political correctness, the outspoken young
director had fallen foul of the Hollywood
trap with this $35m; three hour glossy
epic.
On the other hand, one cannot detract
from the fact that Lee, never one to shun
publicity, has taken the bull by the horns in
claiming this to be the most important movie
ever made, and in doing so has tapped into a
phenomenon which is taking the mass media
of the Western world by storm. ",
America in particular has gone 'Malcolm
mad', as the revolutionary black leader, murdered 28 years ago, is elevated to the dizzy
heights of cultural icon. His name (the rights
to which are controlled by an American company - Curtis Management Group) has been
engulfed in a tidal wave of consumerism.
Malcolm X has become every capitalist's
dream - X marks the spot on badges, sweatshirts, jackets, bumper stickers and fridge
magnets. You name it, the profits are rolling
in. Welcome to X-ploitaion (ironic when one
considers that members of the, Nation of
Islam replaced their slavemaster's surname
with 'X' as a protest against their loss of
African identity). Is this the rebirth of
Malcolm X as a new Messiah for the AfricanAmerican people, or merely another commercial fad?
Even Spike Lee - with his own line of
streetwise X-wear and a third branch of his
New York-based 'Spike's Joint' about to open
on LA's trendy Melrose Avenue - will be
laughing all the way to the bank. A relentless
self-publicist and entrepreneur, Lee's business
sense has been a major selling point throughout his film-making career. 'Do for self',· as
Malcolm said, became a fitting motto, particularly in his struggle to bring X to the screen.
Clashing with Warner Brothers over the
movie's budget, Lee, after ploughing most of
his 3m fee back into the production, turned
cap-in-hand to some of America's wealthiest
blacks - Bill Cosby, Oprah Winfrey, Michael
Jordan, Prince, Tracy Chapman and Janet
Jackson - to raise enough money to finish the
project. By doing so, he answered, in part,
~colm's
call for black economic independence and greater individual autonomy. At the
same time, however, we must also question
vohether Lee, as well as lining his own pock• is also selling out in the interest of
ood mega-bucks.
.dst the flashing of dollar signs and
eagerly launched contracts to cash in on a
man's legacy, where exactly do we find
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the real Malcolm X, the man who laid down
his life for his people and his beliefs? A man
whose very ideologies put the sting back into
Civil Rights and threatened the political status
quo of one of the most powerful nations the
world has ever known? This is the man who
preached self-determination "by any means
necessary" for the oppressed race to which he
belonged, but who had the vision and integri-

ty to admit his earlier mistakes and, after his
trip to Mecca, embraced a broader, multi-cultural perspective on national identity. This is a
man who should not be taken lightly.
Whilst Spike Lee's film aims at raising cultural and political awareness, encouraging its
audience to read Malcolm's autobiography,
how many of those sporting 'X' on their
baseball caps really know what Malcolm stood

ror? 'X' should be worn with pride and an
understanding of its meaning, not just an
attempt to jump on board the bandwagon
that eventually feeds white profit. Racism
permeates all media, and 'fashion' is certainly
not immune. Black cultural references continue to be abused to produce a manufactured,
sanitised image for white consumption, a
process which severs them from their roots.
From the 'black is beautiful' days of the
Os to the hip-hop culture of the '80s and
the Ragga trend of the '90s, black culture
continues to be decontextualised
and
fetishised and (re)claimed by all but those
who share its true values. A perfect example
is the 'tribute'
to Malcolm X in the
November 1992 issue of The Face - a 14 page
fashion spread. Whilst the writers wonder
what Malcolm would have thought today
about many of our contemporary issues, the
reader must also question what Malcolm X
would have thought on seeing his i-age
reduced to nothing more han h t of
designer-label fashion victim, every ntith¢sis of everything he symbolise]
Yes, clothes and image wer imli10r,tan 0
Malcolm as a one-time pimp a' cl doped-up
hustler on the streets of Harlem, yet s a converted and later devoted leader of the uslim
faith, style became not a matter of fas' 'on
but an indication of dignity and self-respect
TOe Face seems to suggest that, once again, to
be black is tp be hip, yet at the same time
throws up a perfect example of 'form without
essence', where image overrules content and
where the true visions, like those of EI Hajj
Malik EI-Shabazz (as Malcolm X was known
at the time of his death) are well and truly
lost,

unashamedly racist values, attitudes and
behaviour in America (and apparently in
Europe, too). Today we are seeing many of
the old arrogant and ignorant Euroc~ntric
colonial ideas and behaviour being institutionally and individually expressed, in old and new
phrases, old and new images, and technically
more clever forms.

t around 14 years old, I remember my first images of Malcolm
, X, as he was portrayed in the
press and media. I was already:
involved in 'the movement' since 'my p rents were active in the peaceful
rotest
tradition of Martin Luther King. l'lspite
of all that was done to present Malcolm X
and the Nation of Islam in a bad<1ight, he
introduced' a new mi1itatl~~ioj;!Jl_~!.Ul!lg\"another dimension' to the debates and
actions raging at the time over 'violence
or non-violence', 'separation or integration' as ways to achieve real freedom.
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Just a few weeks before my 16th birthday,
~colm
X was murdered. The only thing I
can still remember about his murder was that
many people felt that no matter who may
have pulled the trigger, 'the system' was
l!lvolved. In fact, the real impact of Malcolm
:x on my thinking and many other Africans in
_\.merica (people of African descent) became
=onger after he was dead:

.Malcolm X opens at selected cinemas on
5 March.
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